Characters D6 / Darth Maleval (Quarren
CHARACTER NAME ? Darth Maleval
SPECIES - Quarren
TEMPLATE TYPE - Sith Lord
GENDER - Male
HEIGHT - Unknown
HOMEWORLD: Dac
MOVE - 10
DEXTERITY: 3D+1
Blaster: 6D
Brawling Parry: 5D
Dodge: 7D
Lightsaber: 9D+1
Melee Combat: 5D
Melee Parry: 5D

PERCEPTION: 3D
Bargain: 4D+2
Hide 5D
Investigation: 6D+1
Persuasion: 4D+2
Search: 5D
KNOWLEDGE: 3D
Intimidation: 5D+1
Languages: 3D+1
Scholar (Jedi Lore): 5D
Streetwise: 4D+2
STRENGTH: 3D
Brawling: 6D+1
Climbing/Jumping: 5D
Stamina: 6D+2
MECHANICAL: 2D+2
Repulsorlift Operation: 5D
Sensors: 4D
Space Transports: 6D
Starfighter Piloting: 5D+1

Astrogation: 6D+2
TECHNICAL: 3D
Computer Programming/Repair: 4D+1
Demolitions: 4D+1
Lightsaber Repair: 4D+2
Security: 4D+1
Space Transports Repair: 4D+1

Equipment: Lightsaber (red) 5D
Shockwhip (red) 5D

SPECIAL ABILITIES
Control: 7D
Absorb/Dissipate Energy, Accelerate Healing, Concentration, Control Pain, Enhance Attribute,
Hibernation Trance, Resist Stun
Sense: 6D
Combat Sense, Danger Sense, Life Detection, Life Sense, Magnify Senses, Receptive Telepathy,
Sense Force
Alter: 7D+2
Telekinesis, Force Lighting
Control and Sense
Lightsaber Combat
Control, Sense and Alter
Affect Mind

FORCE SENSITIVE ? Y
FORCE POINTS 5
DARK SIDE POINTS 2
CHARACTER POINTS 10

Charcter Bio - Darth Maleval was a male Quarren Sith Lord of the One Sith, serving under Dark Lord of
the Sith Darth Krayt and his Empire, after Krayt deposed Galactic Emperor Roan Fel. By 137 ABY, many
units, such as the 908th Stormtrooper Division, had defected to Emperor-in-exile Fel during the Second

Imperial Civil War. To ensure the loyalty of Krayt's troops, Maleval was given command of the 407th
Stormtrooper Division, which was based on the planet Yinchorr, as they attempted to recapture the base
of the 908th on Borosk.
When the Battle of Borosk broke out, Maleval led the 407th division in recapturing the base and ensuring
the complete destruction of the 908th down to the last man. After the battle, Maleval ordered Lieutenant
Gil Cassel of the 407th to kill his brother, Captain Jared Cassel of the 908th, who had defected to Fel.
Maleval killed both Cassel brothers when Gil refused, causing trooper Hondo Karr, of the 407th's Joker
Squad, to attack Maleval. Before he could execute Karr, Maleval was shot and killed from behind by
another trooper, Anson Trask. The surviving members of Joker Squad covered up the event in the report
to their superiors, stating that Maleval had been killed in battle, and that Karr was vaporized in an
explosion, allowing Karr to leave the Empire and later join the unified fragments of the Galactic Alliance
military, the Galactic Alliance Remnant.
Darth Maleval was a ruthless member of the One Sith, chosen by Darth Krayt to ensure the loyalty of the
Empire's stormtroopers. Like many other members of the Order, Maleval's face and visible parts of his
body were covered in red and black Sith tattoos. Maleval was aggressive and cared little for those who
served under him, willingly killing both enemies and allies in battle. He had no compassion for his foes,
wanting them dead to the last man rather than offering them the chance to surrender. In battle he was
merciless, finding different ways to kill his victims and taking joy in their deaths. He preferred to use the
shock whip in combat, as it was more painful but less lethal, and could be used to torture his enemies for
long periods of time before killing them. Maleval had even been known to leave his adversaries alive but
severely maimed, to serve as a warning to those who would oppose the Empire. He was also cruel to
those under his command,
ordering Lieutenant Gil Cassel to kill his own brother to prove his loyalty, and killing both when he refused.
Maleval was a skilled wielder of both the lightsaber and shock whip, often using both in battle to
devastating effect?he was able to cut his way through the stormtroopers of the 908th with ease. He
would use his shock whip to grip his opponents and electrocute them, taking pleasure from the pain it
caused. Apart from his skill with melee weapons, Maleval was strong in the dark side of the the Force,
capable of using telekinesis to push enemies with a powerful wave of Force energy. He could also sense
incoming attacks and use that knowledge to react accordingly, as seen when Hondo Karr attacked the
Sith Lord. Despite his ability with the Force, Maleval was unable to sense the impending attack by
stormtrooper Anson Trask until it was too late, leading to the Sith Lord's death.
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